HARRISON CHRISTIAN, PROMINENT BARITONE, SINGS IN MURKLAND

Fames for Work in Opera and Concert Both Here and Abroad
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The past week, in regards to the Spanish situation, has made the presence of war a reality that even the most optimistic would not have entertained at any time since the Ethiopian war. The Rebels, with the help of the German and Italian forces, have been able to launch a successful offensive that will result in the downfall of the Fascist regime. These troops, officially identified as enemy units, are being harassed by the intervening countries.

To assist in the alarm, Nazi forces have occupied Spanish Morocco, at Ceuta, which is directly opposite Gibraltar. This German occupation would seriously threaten the interests of the United States, and would also threaten the Mediterranean. Likewise the safety of the British Mediterranean troops at Corfu, in the Ionian, would be threatened.

Italy has assumed virtual control of the Spanish islands of Minorca, which is a French property. Italy, which has been fully of barbed wire, Joe, or was it Togo?

When a stinger is known it is a dangerous thing, but when a columnist is known it is a dangerous thing also. We will write now on what we hear rather than what we know. Edred Nelson Wright of Portsmouth has sent and done it, and we will write and try as we could to find out who the girl was, we weren't supposed to know.

Are we ever?... The High Hat Club of Ballard Street has added another to the dining hall and you can take it from us that DDO Bedre won't do anything. The little girls that have the accidently in the near Thetap Kap home where all-New England hard (crown sometimes)... Ruthie Johnson and Jeff are despondent and desolate from the new combination.

Well the Navy isn't quite a distance away isn't it, Ruthie?... Bill Scott so his tusk has succeeded in doing away with Flax Napper's girl and that Blue singer from N.Y. (Oh girl who attempts at singing) has stood her little "Sally" up in the news. Napper has woken up on campus only that he's 'ready at home'. When we ask Flax for O'Deals are spent at Exzer, assuming for one of the reasons that this flesh is never around... a new combination is now the Sanborn-Kimbrell and we are wondering whether Fritz is spending too much of this time and money. Captain Gilbert Wiggins from Sangs High Conrad has decided that what a power was too big for him. Now it's Betty MacNamara and our little Jim is agog again... but what has happened to For-a-way-Tur?... No, it's just "Fireball" Kirby to any of the above.

A new situation now is the Sanborn-Rundell and we are wondering whether Fritz is spending too much of this time and money. Captain Gilbert Wiggins from Sangs High Conrad has decided that what a power was too big for him. Now it's Betty MacNamara and our little Jim is agog again... but what has happened to For-a-way-Tur?... No, it's just "Fireball" Kirby to any of the above.
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Since they are not dependent on the weather to conduct a match, the varsity rifle team journeyed down to Brunswick last Monday, and then returned home with Bowdoin with a victory.

In an attempt to have something to shoulder, with the five highest men to cover 100 yards, Adam Mullarkey emerged victorious by the score of 917-109.

Pete Lampers was the high scorer for the Wildcats, scoring 188, McCormack 186 and Stensil 184. Lampers and the three above mentioned runners followed with 182 and 181 respectively. This was Stensil's first match and his score is very good.

The University team was dealt another hard blow when Frank O'Brien was forced to give up his place on the team. This is the second letterman to be lost before the season opened, DuBois being lost by illness a few weeks ago.

On the whole, Major Buracker was much pleased with his runners and feels that a good season should be theirs.

The next match will be held Wednesday with the Marine Barracks from Portsmouth.

The score: New Hampshire—Lammy 188, McCormack 185, Stensil 183, Booth 179, Palmer 177, Tenney 166, Carr 155, Lawler 152.

Bowdoin—Lord 183, Wyer 179, Bradford 174, Stains 156, Tenney 152, Beef 151, Cotton 147, Stu Thayer 143, Cotter 147, Cuffe 134.

Comparrison Favorable For Positions On Relay Team

Preparation for the winter track meets, which will be numerous and varied, is under way. The men are doing daily exercises, and the women are concentrating on the Freshman team.

The events of this meet, which is the first round of the New England cross country meet, will be held at Harvard University.

The meet will include the men's 100 yard dash, quarter mile, 880 yard run, mile, and mile relay. The women will run the 880 yard run and the mile relay.

The team which won the indoor New England cross country meet will be awarded a trophy by the New England Athletic Conference. The meet will be held at Newton High School on January 30, 1937.

Riflemen Outshoot Bowdoin, 917-881

The insurance companies have issued new policies to cover the liability of the owned and operated by the residents.

The New Hampshire Wildcats lost their one mile race is proof that it will be a hard season for them. Thus, the mile relay team will be considerably more favorable for them.

Conroy Plays Whole Squad as Prep Scores Twice

Despite the fact that the Wildcats lost, and the fact that they were one of the stronger teams in the New England, it was evident that they led all team, only to drop their best player in the last minutes of the game by a single last, Hard.

The final score was Springfield 37, New Hampshire 19.

Face "Hickox Shift"

Hickox Should Feel Rather Proud

The game will be played at some later date which will be announced. As both schools have their schedules made up to the end of the month, it is possible that a different date may be arranged. The Wildcats seem to be quite up to the playing standard of the Freshman team.

They should feel rather proud of his team that he is up to a team's play on a much superior game. He will be pleased to see that the shift is coming along so well.

The game is scheduled to be played on Friday, but arrangements will be made very soon.

The Wildcats surprised their opponents with a 28-0 victory, in a game for the Kittens, scoring 28 of the 30 points. The Kittens were outscored in the final minutes of the game.

.setScene("the Wildcats lead the game by 12 points, and push it further in the final minutes."")

The Wildcats have been able to improve their playing by practicing on the track.
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**BONNEY, BENTLEY ATTEND CONFERENCE**

Miss Elizabeth Bonney and Mr. Harold Bentley, co-directors of Christian Work, Inc., attended the Tri-annual conference for church workers in universities and colleges held during Christmas vacation at the University of Chicago. Among the speakers they heard at the conference were Rev. Ernest Fremont, Illinois, Rabbi Mann, and Rev. Charles W. Gilkie, dean of the University of Chicago. They also attended a meeting of former University of New Hampshire friends and alumni. After returning Miss Bonney said December 31, during student Christian Movement hour over WHER in Portsmouth, on her reflections on the aforementioned conference.

**CAULDRONS**

All those non-fraternity men that are interested in taking a group picture will report to Elliot Behan at the Common Trophy room on January 14, 1937 at 7:15 P.M. Pictures will be taken.

**Dr. Bauer**

(Continued from page 1)

Back at the University of Minnesota, as a professor of math, he was appointed to the committee on admissions and says that he has been having that responsibility ever since. He likes this part of his work, even though it is an uncomfortable position at times, because he has an opportunity to meet and be of service to so many students. The unpleasant part occurs as a result of "pressure", which is sometimes brought to bear after an unfavorable decision has been made on an applicant. "Doc" Bauer says that this sort of thing has been greatly decreased because of the "mystery" work which has been done in the high schools with the purpose of spreading information concerning qualifications for admission.

**ENGINEERING SOCIETY HOLDS FIRST DANCE**

The first informal dance of the year was sponsored by the New Hampshire Student branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers last Saturday evening. January 9th.

Billy Grad and his orchestra, which has just finished a two-week engagement on the S. S. Statendam, furnished the music. The proceeds of the dance are to be used in sponsoring an electrical show similar to that held annually by M. I. T., and Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jackson and Mr. and Mrs. William B. Nulsen. The committee in charge consisted of Harold Church, chairman, Walter Pickford, Frank Morris, and Paul O'Brien.

**Durham News**

(Continued from page 1)

The Executive Board of the Women's club will meet at 2 o'clock on Friday, January 13, preceding the regular club meeting.

Mrs. Fred Green of Littleton, formerly Mrs. Flanders, house mother of Alpha Chi, his hobby is, as he puts it, "entertained with the "life on the place." On his fifteen acres a visitor could find bees, cats, dogs, chickens, cows, birds, feeding stations, fruit trees, berries, grapes, flowers, and vegetables in the appropriate seasons.

**MAPLE AND HICKORY**

$5.25—$23.50

Aromatic tobaccos from the districts of Xanthi, Cavalla, Smyrna and Samos in Turkey and Greece, the tobacco of richest aroma

...blended with...

Mild ripe home-grown tobaccos — Bright tobacco from the Carolinas, Georgia and Virginia; Burley tobacco from Kentucky and Tennesse; and tobacco from southern Maryland

...and rolled in...

Champagne Cigarette paper of the finest quality. This paper, especially made for Chesterfield cigarettes, is pure and burns without taste or odor.

**Just the good things...**

For the good things smoking can give you... Enjoy Chesterfields

Copyright 1937, LEMERI & BURTON TOBACCO Co.